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AN EPITOME OF THE HISTORY OF CARCINOMA.* By ROSWELL PARK, M.D., LL.D., Professor of Surgery, University of Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y.



No one can scan the voluminous literature of cancer without being at first bewildered by the confusion of names and the loose and almost meaningless way in which the term and its various synonyms have been used. It is bad enough even to-day when one writer describes a growth as cylindroma and another writer rejects the term. If this is bad to-day when we have reasonably accurate notions of what constitutes cancer, how much worse must it have been centuries ago when a hundred different conditions were described under the same general term. It does not seem worth while to go back to the beginning of the Christian Era since the writers who followed Hippocrates simply represented his views, and we do not need to trace them into antiquity. Let us then begin with Celsus who wrote "carcinoma"' in its Latin spelling and did not use the Greek "karkinoma," although many of his translators have done so. In his day, and long after, ulcers of all kinds were confused with tumors of all kinds, which will account for his making particular mention of venous stasis and swelling veins, and noting the fact that sometimes carcinoma causes pain and breaks down into an ulcer and at other times not. He took this viewthat if the actual cautery produces no bad effect the disease is curable, whereas if the growth is stimulated by the cautery it is a carcinoma, and active therapeutics must be discontiued. It is a curious fact that the theory of the development of cancer given *Read before the Historical Club of the Johns Hopkins Hospital, May II, 1903.
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by Celsus should be made the basis of an essay by Schmalz in I825 (Surgical Treatment and Surgical Diagnosis). The early writer and his late imitator distinguished some sixty or more different kinds of ulcers, among them those due to a peculiar diathesis, i.e., cancerous, and so he described ulcus cancrosum, cancer apertus, cancer genuinus, noli me tangere, open cancer, glandular cancer, etc. Celsus used frequently the term cacoethes in the substantive sense, whereas Schmalz used it as an adjective, i.e., cancer-like. In his clinical description Celsus was painstaking and often accurate. In fact he used adjectives very freely. Chironium and telephium were terms applied to an ulcer accompanied by severe pain, induration, general formidable appearance with tendency to spread. Such terms might apply equally well to a malignant ulcer or a chancroidal bubo. According to the Celsian view, should the suspected ulcer not improve under appropriate treatment it is certainly a cancer, but no one could make the decision without time and experiment. Writing of this, Thiersch quoted the bon mot of Duparque to the effect that "Cancer is incurable because it cannot be cured; the reason we cannot cure it is because it is incurable; therefore if one by chance should happen to cure it, it must be that there was no cancer." They had in those days also what was called thymium, a lesion of doubtful character, about which there was much uncertainty. Celsus remarks that "it is like a wart and therefore in some respects must be different, but occasionally is found on the surface of an ulcerating cancer. Nevertheless it has an independent growth of its own." This would look like the so-called "proud flesh" of the laity as the expression "then comes the ulcer and from it the thymium," would imply. This word, by the way, is spelled also tymium and timium. The expression seemed to the writers who used it very apt, although the younger Pliny used it in the sense of a simple swelling, and applied it indiscriminately to a boil, a pile, or a condyloma. The thymium was not very different from what was called akrochordon, which was described as a species of wart, sometimes very painful, ovoid in shape, connected to the skin by a slender stem and known as the "hanging wart." It was so called because the cutaneous surface resembled the cut end (fi(pa) of a harp string(xop8j). According to some descriptions the former would appear to be a simple horny outgrowth from the skin, and the latter a fungous papilloma; according to others, who use the expression pessime, we are compelled to regard them
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as something more serious. In addition to the terms now strange to us, above mentioned, Celsus also used the words murmakia and clavus, which latter is still in use. Clavus in his day seems to have signified a pus-producing swelling. Celsus seems to have been conversant with the step by step process of infection, both malignant and pyogenic, but I think that we waste time in trying to determine more minutely just what he in his day meant by these terrns which I have thus far rehearsed. So late as 1777 Blancardus contented himself with presenting this subject practically in the language of Celsus, adding nothing thereto, and having in his preface scarcely a word to say for himself on the subject; but the more one examines Blancardus the more evident it is that he was destitute of enterprise in medical research. There is no question that Celsus lived at a time when men had no use for the exact sciences, as even the elder Pliny acknowledged. The world was given over to excess and debauchery, and the worst form of imperialism controlled Roman thought. Medical literature of that date consisted mainly of formulae for cosmetics, and while the baths were conducive to health and to cultivation of artistic taste, they were destructive to public morality. Some effect was produced by the alarm voiced by Plutarch and Tacitus, by the merciless satires of Juvenal and Perseus, and by the well directed philosophy of Seneca. In the year 13I Galen was born at Pergamos, and he finally appeared in Rome as the private surgeon and medical adviser of the young Commodus. He curiously mingled philosophy and medicine, and combined with the humoral pathology of Hippocrates a pneumodynamic theory mainly his own. To him the malignant character of cancer was well known and he added to the views of his day concerning its internal manifestations. "In the breasts we often find a tumor in size and shape closely resembling the animal known as the crab, for as in the latter the limbs protrude from either side so in the tumor the swollen veins radiate from its edges and give a perfect picture of the crab." Here will be seen, perhaps, the first publicly stated reason for giving to this disease this particular name. He also busied himself with its treatment and, while he considered cancer to be the product of black bile, was not opposed to operation, but gave this advice: first to get rid of the black bile by appropriate remedies and then to attempt a cure by milder applications since "the more severe remedies merely increase the evil." He told us that there are many metallic compounds which, taken with purgatives, have a
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beneficial effect upon the disease in its early stages, concluding that if one is "minded to try the cure of cancer by surgery he must as before begin by purging the evil humor, and then immediately proceed to the removal of the diseased part so thoroughly that there shall be nothing of it left, by letting the blood flow freely and being in no haste to check it, but rather squeezing out the thick black blood from the swollen veins." Galen thus showed that he recognized that cancer possessed a malignancy peculiarly its own, for which reason he advocated the combination of medicine and surgery. Galen operated for cancer with the knife and cauterized the wounds not alone for hemostatic purposes but for the destruction of any remaining diseased tissues. He noticed that successfut results occurred when the operation was carried out, and his language, as well as his actions, show that he was familiar with true carcinoma, although he was not aware of the function of the lymphatics. He nevertheless was earnest in calling attention to what he knew of metastasis, even through the venous circulation. Evidently with him, also, it was not only the amount of the humor but its character which determined the subsequent growth, but he says it is the thinnest of these humors which give rise to the herpetic ulcer while the thicker causes cancer. Galen's general pathology was a sort of organic theory of disease. He maintained -in opposition to Archigenes-that it is always by reason of disordered function that a part becomes diseased, and that an organ can only become directly diseased as a result of transmission from other diseased foci. Hence we can readily understand his object in always preceding an operation for cancer by a system of general treatment. If therefore he became enthusiastic in his praise of phlebotomy, or his use of purgatives, we must give him credit at least for some sort of rational basis for his therapeutics. Following the death of Galen medicine entered upon a period of quiescence if not somnolence. Leonidas of Alexandria, some 200 years after Christ, wrote as follows, if we may trust Aetius: "If therefore the breast be entirely involved in the scirrhotic growth so that the surrounding part is endangered should an amputation be attempted, under no circumstances should we operate. If, however, the apex or only one half of the breast be included in the growth, the breast should be removed and the wound cauterized." When he feared hemorrhage he often operated in two sessions, for he says: "I then cut a second time and dissect out the whole breast and afterwards cauterize the wound, often
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repeating the cautery." The first cautery was for hemostasis, the second for the extirpation of infected tissue. For several centuries nothing of interest transpired until we come to the writings of Alexander of Tralles, who excelled rather in treatment than in diagnosis. In his ninth book he discusses cancer and offers several methods of treating it from a humoral point of view. Among other things he highly praises the treatment of cancer of the liver by the use of chalybeate waters. The work of Paul of Aegina is mainly a compilation, in the fourth book of which he treates of external diseases, among them cancerous tumors, for the treatment of which he repeats Galen's precepts; particularly the advice that all operations are to be preceded by free purgation of the black bile. After Paul there came little of any value. Nonus and Mercurius in the tenth century were absolute compilers, and Myrepsos, another of the same class; was dubbed by his contemporaries "the perfumer," polypharmacy being his strong point. His book on medicine is an alphabetic breviary, divided into 48 chapters, containing some 300 senseless prescriptions with pathetic appeals to God and Christ. His treatment of cancer is included under the head of "aromatics and specifics for the cure of lice and spots on the skin." The Arabs were too firmly bound by the authority of Galen to make any advance. They added still more to the polypfiarmacy of their day, and not until the time of their later scholars was anything of value said regarding cancer. Avenzoar, however, who was really of Hebrew origin, showed a rather remarkable knowledge of pathology, as is illustrated in his discussion of cancer of the stomach. Some of their writers advised early extirpation of cancer and of all infected tissue. Albukasim remarks, "when cancer has become old and large you should have nothing to do with it. I have never been able to cure one, nor have I ever seen any one who has." The notions of the Arabians were reflected in the Latin writings of the middle ages. William of Salicet says: "cancer is a tedious disease-the more you interfere with it the worse it becomes." He frequently termed it noli me tangere. Lanfranchi says: "the general rule with cancer is that it can only be cured when it can be entirely removed, along with its roots." He had noticed the occurrence of cancer in badly healed wounds and advised their partial cauterization for the purpose of diagnosis. If the growth increased it was an original cancer. Guy de Chauliac endeavored to recognize the cause of cancer; his conclusion was:
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"ulcerating cancer is caused by the existence of a former nonulcerating cancer, or the irritation of chronic ulcers." He also held that if it be in a locality where it can be entirely removed it should be operated; if not no attempt should be made save at palliation. He advised caustics for causing the death of suspicious tissue, and considered arsenious acid as desirable for this purpose. If the diseased tissue was thus completely destroyed the fact was shown later by the advent of a scar, and healthy appearance of the adjoining flesh. But in time all operations fell into disrepute and cancer came to be regarded as practically incurable. The theorists of the middle ages, with their immutable dogmas and superstitious reverence for Galent, obstructed progress in every direction. Cancer was, as before, "an ulcer of horrid appearance, evil smelling, and presenting a hard, thick, discharging, everted border." It was centuries before men could break away from the use of the red hot knife. The celebrated Fabricious, he of Aquapendente, advised that glands be seized by forceps and cut away with a red hot knife, or that an incision be made about the breast with a wooden or horn knife previously dipped in aqua fortis, and the glandular substance subsequently removed by the means of the fingers and nails. But let us give the credit due to Fabricius for the suggestion to feed by a tube, introduced through the nose into the stomach, in cases of esophageal contraction. Pare, great man as he was, did not make the advance in this direction which might have been expected of him. He did not even do as well as did Fabricius Hildanus, who achieved the title of a noted operator because he operated with the knife, ligated the vessels, and dissected with his fingers. He also cleaned out the axilla in breast cases and conducted many cases to recovery. Pare was, in most respects, a follower of Galen. Dyscrasia was the ghost that haunted medical literature for centuries, and is not even yet quite forgotten. "Cancer is from black bile," said Galen; "cancer is the product of melancholie" falls like an echo from the lips of Pare, who described under the head of melancholic tumors true scirrhus, and other cancerous tumors corresponding to the cacoethes of Galen. Pare distinguished four kinds of tumor due to black bile: i. The hard scirrhus proper, which is accompanied by no pain, is not sensitive on pressure, and is caused by natural black bile. 2. The imperfect, rough, painless, stone-like scirrhus, which is caused by great chilling or disintegration of humors.
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3. The cancerous scirrhus caused by the heating and corrupting of the humors. 4. The scirrhus phlegmonides, which is caused by the mixing of the bile and the blood. Pare's treatment for these various conditions included abstinence in all respects, the classic method of black bile purgation and the external use of counter irritants, fumigations, mercurial plasters, goat dung, and many other more savory applications,beyond which ingenuity could scarcely go. Pare described the transition of cancer occultus into cancer apertus, i.e., non-ulcerating into ulcerating forms, as clearly as any clinician could desire. The pain, irregularity of shape, tendency to hemorrhage, oozing discharge, infiltration, etc., he faithfully portrayed. On one of his pages he 'gave a picture of a large sea crab, and said: "also the cancer is brownish blue in color, and uncouth in shape, like the animal whose picture is appended." He realized that women are more subject to cancer than men, called attention to the frequency of infiltration and metastasis, did not decry operation, but reminded his readers of the 38th aphorism of Hippocrates, which counsels against operating upon deep seated occult cancers or those of long standing, or those occurring in patients of feeble constitution. He advised the use of sweet milk to destroy the odor of cancerous discharge. His operative methods comprised two distinct procedures; the excision of the tumor with a broad margin of healthy tissue, with compression of the neighboring vessels and vigorous use of the hot iron, or the elevation of the tumor by means of a thread passed through it, its extirpation by means of scissors, and lateral incisions when necessary for relief of tension. Throughout the seventeenth century black bile continued to be regarded as the chief cause of cancer. Frere C6me set a good example to posterity when after having purchased a secret nostrum he made public its ingredients, which were about as follows: Cinnabar ................. 2 parts Ashes of old burnt shoes . 3 parts.. Dragon's blood and White arsenic each ..........2 parts. This was applied in dry powder or in paste mixed with oil. One of the earliest real departures made from the old tenets was that of Le Dran, who in I757 published a work in which he showed the purely local character of cancer in its beginning and then formulated the best methods of cauterization. He devoted
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considerable space to the discussion of tumors of the breast of which many are curable, and expressed the opinion "that not all is cancer which has been taken for such." Soon after this came Louis' publication on fungous growths of the dura and diseases of the eye-ball, including cancer of the eye. Still, confusion of terms complicated everything, and in Plenk's essay on skin diseases, published in I776, he described i8 sorts of tumors including inflammatory tumors, pus tumors, gangrenous tumors, hard tumors, water tumors, blood tumors, etc. This reminds me very much of a hospital that I visited in Seville a few years ago, where one ward was reserved for "Dolores," all patients who were suffering pain being sent there. Richter describes two classes of tumors: Inflammatory and Non-inflammatory, placing cancer among the latter. His remarks are quite in accord with those of van Swieten who describes them as bad smelling, easily bleeding, rodent, ulcerating growths, which are found on the lips, tongue and genitals. Scirrhus they described as a hard, painful tumor situated in an organ rich in glands and having a tendency to cancerous growths, and then admit that these growths may arise from cracks, excoriations, styes, etc. Even Richter could not get away from the old black bile but he held that it could not arise from inflammation alone. He regarded dyscrasiae as predisposing elements in causation of cancer. Together with his colleague Schmucker he denounced bitterly the use of corsets as the invention of "that accursed Pompadour." While Hunter's contemporaries were playing with belladonna and rabbit skins, and all sorts of quackery, Hunter himself was experimenting with the control of fixed tumors by means of compression, but by fixed tumors he meant inflammatory lesions whose nourishment he was trying to reduce by pressure. Fischer and Desault were trying to accomplish the same thing in the case of rectal cancer by the use of rectal bougies. The writings of Munro threw operative treatment, into such disrepute that the Amsterdam Guild of physicians felt called upon to offer a prize of Ioo ducats for a safe and practical method of curing cancer. As may be imagined, numerous remedies were proposed, and now came into repute the wonderful properties of cicuta (water hemlock or cow-bane) which ran about the same course in those days that cundurango did in ours. As the result of disappointment with all these remedies, operative methods came back again into vogue. Cancer of the breast, lip and scrotum were generally operated upon. Finally Petit gave formal expression to insistence
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upon the necessity for the removal of swollen glands of the axilla in cases of cancer of the breast. And next came the French Revolution, which inot only shook the nation to its very foundations, but was a new era in that the authority of the ancients was no longer revered. A cold materialism sought to derive everything from the inherent properties of matter. Mysteries were no longer tolerated. The doctors of Paris even went down to the halls of death and sought to find the seat and secret of life among the still bleeding heads of those who had been guillotined. It was in I773 that Peyrilhe declared that to cure cancer, even to define it, was extremely difficult-which bit of wisdom won for him the Dijon prize. Morgagni died in I77I; just thirty years later Bichat gave the final touches to his great work on Anatomy. During the winter of i8oi he, himself, made six hundred autopsies in the Hotel Dieu. Of this work Corvisart wrote to Napoleon that no one in so short a time had done so many things and done them so well. He was the first to distinguish between stroma and parenchyma in tumor tissues, although he ascribed a fallacious importance to connective tissue. Bichat's spirit survived, although he had died a most untimely death, for Laennec made a sharp distinction between carcinoma together with tubercle and melanotic and other growths, basing this upon their histological structure. Some of the writers of that day saw about these cases that which they regarded as infection, and endeavored to trace its path in the blood vessels and thoracic duct. In the same way we owe to Laennec our insight into the relation of cancer to the internal organs. He also pointed out that scirrhus is not merely a hard tumor, and a forerunner of cancer, but of itself a distinct form of connective tissue cancer, which he classed along with the encephaloid, melanoma and tubercle, among heterologous growths. It was, perhaps, Lobstein who first divided tumors into the homologous, and heterologous or heteroplastic. He held that those of the latter type arise from some form of lymph that has been introduced into an organ from an outside source. This lymph was compared by Lobstein to Hunter's wound and infiltration lymph, agrees entirely with the blastema and exudate of Rokitansky and even later authors, and is either benign or malign, the latter giving rise to cancer. By the efforts of the school to which Lobstein belonged, including such men as Andral and Cruveilhier, Billard and Velpeau, the differential diagnosis of tu-
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mors of the breast was greatly advanced, while men like Astley Cooper in England, and Walther in Germany were quite won over to these views. After this the French rather retired from their advanced position, and their place came to be occupied more by German investigators. Stieglitz, writing in I840, made this sad confession concerning his German colleagues: "German medicine is so far degraded and spiritless that any stimulus whatsoever that pushes it forward in a new road is sure to be of benefit, even though the path be beset with errors and perversities." Soon after this, however, all Germany began to move forward and scores of names are inscribed in imperishable characters in its history of medicine for the past half century. The theory of cancer profited by this forward motion and soon appeared in new dress. In the beginning of the third decade microscopical diagnosis was still a pium desiderium. Johannes Muller, after years of work, described six kinds of operable tumors, and seven kinds of carcinoma, which could not be cured by extirpation. Our knowledge was materially advanced by the researches of Schleiden and Schwann into animal and vegetable cells, by which many other things were to be reconciled. The allusions of Muller, in his third edition, I838, to the more delicate structures of pathological growths called forth numerous contributions of a similar character from other writers. Moreover, he held that cancer formations do not arise from primitive tissue by degeneration but are produced by new cell formation, deposited as a specific element of disease in the normal connective tissue of the organ. He found also in this statement an explanation for the general infection certain later to pervade the whole system. Translated into the thought of to-day, the most advanced of us would scarcely go beyond a similar doctrine. Muller is believed to have been the first to demonstrate the presence of nucleated epithelium in cancer. Naturally, with such views, Muller discarded all distinction between homologous and heterologous growths. This was taken up by Henle in I839 and by Vogel in i842, and an effort was made to prove that each growth is really a variation from normal growth due to defective or to active individual mother cells. About this time, also, began the attempt to discover with the microscope specific cancer cells whose significance would be of greatest importance in diagnosis. This effort was carried altogether too far, since some enthusiasts denied the accuracy of all diagnoses where such cells were not found.
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In I847 great mischief was wrought by the introduction of the term cancroid by Bennett. This was to be the term by which all growths were to be known where the specific cancer cell could not be found. Then Virchow and Forster, as well as Lebert in I850, limited the term cancroid to diseased tissue which presented alveoli with epithelial collections. Therewith epithelial cancer became the cancer par excellence, and many tumors took the name of sarcoma which hitherto were considered carcinoma. In i852 Hanover introduced the term epithelioma, and Robin and Bidder described cylinder-epithelium cancer. By this time confusion in terminology was almost complete, and now for several years the epithelial cell, in epithelial cancer, was regarded as arising independently of pre-existing epithelium from connective tissue corpuscles. It was apparently von Bruns who, in I847, first emphasized the r6le of the lymphatics in spreading this disease. Even in i856 the condition was still regarded as uncertain and was the cause of many controversies. J. Muller had already reported upon the spores given off by the body humors in cases of carcinoma, and it had been frequently noticed that in cases of melanotic cancer these were heavily charged with pigment. It was not long now before pathologists were divided as between those who held that primary cancer becomes constitutional by a general infection through the blood vessels, by means of a blastema or virus of some sort (theory of Infection) and those who regarded the constitutional effects as due to the transmission of epithelial constituents and debris (theory of Transplantation). Others, yet, saw in primary carcinoma only a local expression of a general carcinosis already acquired. The rest of the history of cancer is certainly well known to you and it is scarcely necessary to attempt to bring it down beyond the pioneer experiments of Waldeyer and Volkmann's early researches. It was through these studies that some sort of order was finally restored, and that ideas which presented an indescribable jumble were more or less simplified. Here I think I may venture to leave the subject as being rather too recent to justify discussion before a Club devoted to the History of Medicine, since the rest of it is almost within the personal recollection of those who may hear or read this paper. The old claim of Peyrilhe that to cure cancer, even to define it, is most difficult, has been proven amply true. Even so rough an epitome of the history of the subject as these few pages afford will amply substantiate the statement that I have often made-
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that the problem of cancer stands before us still as the pathological mystery of the ages. Because of its importance, as well as because history of the past makes progress easier in the future, I have ventured again to discuss the general subject of cancer in this city, and at this time.



MODERN LITERARY PESSIMISM FROM A MEDICAL STANDPOINT. By CHARLES GREENE CUMSTON, M.D., Boston, Mass.



During the last few years much has been written on literary pessimism considered medically. Men of letters, philosophers and physicians have contributed extensively to this interesting psychophysiological problem. The larger number of writers who have studied the neuropathic influence on intellectual dynamism have considered that genius is a neurosis but lately more precision has been sought for and essays have been made to give a name to this neurosis. Starting from the fact that the characteristic point of the modern intellectual condition is pessimism in its different forms, and on account of its nature, neurasthenia has been considered the nervous affliction possessed by modern authors. In other words, the intellectual pessimist is considered a neurasthenic, and he is a pessimist because he is a neurasthenic. Such an opinion appears at least to be more or less exaggerated and there is no reason why a writer should necessarily be neurotic in order to be a litterateur. "The pessimist," says James Sully, "is a man who exaggerates the dark and bad sides of life, who is always ready to see that the good we have on this earth is spoilt by numerous dark aspects and who always points out that progress is always followed by more misery than happiness." This pessimism is quite as old as humanity and we find it expressed with varying intensity by the writers of all nations. Speaking only of modern writers we may mention the pessimism that Schopenhauer and his followers, Hartmann and Bahnsen, have formed into a speculative system; it is that of Goethe, Byron, Leopardi and Foscolo. It is this system that found such a favorable soil for its growth at the beginning of the nineteenth century in France. It was at this time that Rene, Adolphe, Obermann and
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sudden dyspnwa. He became rapidly cyanosed, and appeared as if likely to die. Accordingly the house physician performed venesection, and re- moved 8 ounces of blood from the arm. The relief was immediate, the urgent symptoms passed off, and the patie
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THE NAVY. STAFF-SURGEON LEONARD H. KELLETr and Surgeon JOHN L THOMAS ... W. W. Tomlinson, W. J. Wilson, T. Wright, T. W. Wright. Surgeon-.
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of and micro-parasitic. -diseases, a group in which there has been progress towards both pre- ..... carry it to every part,. T-HEW BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL. 11 ... nite disease at the appropriate nervous centre. In the sequels of fevers, where ...
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rest is also the presumedcause of death in many ... rest could be maintainedbythis method (12,22). ... Promulgation of effective training methods for medical and ...
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that excites the secretory process or that metabolism of the sugar may be coupled .... batches of six islets were incubated in 50H1 of bi- carbonate medium with ...
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but, we must use them very cautiously in the real study of. Oancer ..... diseases, change themselves and become cancerous-change, that i's, their whole nature ...
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www.NMKJobs.in. Page 3 of 20. PMC Medical Officer Recruitment [email protected]. PMC Medical Officer Recruitment [email protected]. Open. Extract.
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feet of laboratory space, thousands of dollars in equipment, technical and secretarial assistance, and good salaries. But Dr. Lawrence wanted ... by his wonderful wife, Dorothea; his children, Dorothea, Victor, and Geoffrey spurred him on. The enviro
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population is MSU/MS, CDe/cDE (R1/R2), while the other population is ... mined that the father (MS/Ns, cDE/cde or R2/r) contributed both his genes at the.
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Department ofMicrobiology, University ofGeorgia, Athens, Georgia 30602. Received 12 September 1983/Accepted 29 December 1983. To investigate the regulatory interactions of amino acid transport and incorporation, we determined the effects of dipeptide
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ONORS are far from new to the New York Academy of Medicine medalist for .... cation at New York University College and its School of Medicine. He served as ...
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... biostatistician; Dr Rodger Jackson, radiologist; Dr. David Murdoch, clinical microbiologist; Dr Lance Jennings, virologist; and Dr Jenny McWha, research nurse ...
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American Rheumatism Association (i964), the 6oth Anniversary Lec- ture of the American Thoracic Society (i965), the Blumenthal Lecture of the University of Minnesota (i964 and 1973), the keynote address before the Fifth National Scientific Meeting of
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*Presented at the Annual Meeting of the New York Academy of Medicine, April 24,. 1974. ... ican Society for Clinical Investigation call the roll of newly elected.
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to popular impression, the temperature of the skin, presumably one of the most importantfactors affectingheat loss, is very far from uniform for we have seen that ...
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Dr. Gordon's remarks in the Section of Pathology and. Bacteriology at the Annual Meeting at Bath on July 22nd w-ere reported last week (p. 192). The full text of his report will, we understand, be published shortly by the. Medical Research Council. S
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